Fix-836 Tool Kit
These documents are designed to
equip, educate and empower citizens
who are concerned about the integrity
of North Carolina’s elections.

The Voter Integrity Project Mission:
To restore trust in the democratic
process through analysis, detection and
prevention of vote fraud.
This document may be copied and distributed freely. For
more information, please visit . . .
www.VoterIntegrityProject.com/fix-836
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Explanation
The purpose of this “tool kit” is to equip concerned voters with tools they can use
when facing politicians (or their minions) spouting their “support” for voter ID
after they switched it out for a fake ID law. Activists who fully grasp this booklet
will either be able to motivate incumbent politicians or to recruit challengers
against politicians too timid to reform of our state’s fraud-friendly election laws.
Christmas Gift–This chart (p.3) is a quick snapshot of the mess the Legislature
created with HB 836. It should be widely distributed among party faithful in order
to inoculate against any incumbents who deny the risk they accepted.
Scorecard–Since Rep David Lewis and Sen Bob Rucho are too proud to repeal HB
836, we’ve offered an array of vote fraud prevention measures (p.4) in the form of
a “scorecard” that politicians need to support if they expect to win. Please ask all
current and potential reps to “sign on” and support any…or all of these reforms.
The Record–See if your reps joined the herd and obeyed their leadership’s
decision to kill voter ID. Spoiler alert: Only four people opposed the bill.
The Law–These pages (5-11) lay out the actual law. The gray blocks contain “VIP
analysis” of the vulnerabilities HB 836 invites. Carefully reading this section will
fully equip you against any excuse your Legislator and Senator may give you in
defending their support for this tragic law.
Rebuttals–In the end, many of you will hear the excuses that convinced legislators
to support HB 836 before they could read it. This section provides valid responses.
*ACORN–Refers to the criminal enterprise formerly known as “ACORN.” HB 836
seems like an early Christmas gift for their members who are still active.

The Early Christmas Gift for ACORN *
* This term refers to the criminal enterprise formerly known as “ACORN,” still very
active in North Carolina, but operating under numerous assumed identities.

Election Integrity Scorecard
(Please initial in each applicable box.)

There Were Only Four Lawmakers
We Could Thank For Supporting
Election Integrity . . .

Rebuttals to
Incumbent Spin
Many of you will ask your Legislators why they gutted voter ID; and unless they admit
mistakes, they will throw out some spin-tested replies. This section addresses some
excuses we’ve already heard, but we need to know if they conjure up some more.
1. Only 119 voters used this loophole in South Carolina. In other words, they hope
nobody will abuse the fraud-friendly law in NC, a “purple” battleground state in
recent Presidential elections; but hope is a poor strategy! IF a concerted vote
fraud effort actually were implemented, NC law now does very little to counter
such an attack. Preventing vote fraud is easier and cheaper than detecting and
correcting it during or after a tight statewide election.
2. Life happens! We can’t punish people who lose their ID. VIP supports the
concept of the Reasonable Impediment Determination (RID) exceptions, but the
law needs safeguards to discourage people from abusing the RID for extra votes.
At the very least, there should be a chance of vote-fraud perps getting caught, but
NC now has very few ways to prevent several types of vote fraud.
3. The DMV’s bad behavior forced us to do this. So, rather than investigate and take
corrective action, you let the subversive behavior of a few DMV employees derail
a law they took months to craft. Your job is to oversee the DMV and not to let
them use passive-aggressive behavior to undermine your majority rule.
4. We had to pass it, or the courts would throw out the entire law. While the courts
“may” have thrown out portions of HB 589, a competent Legislature would work
to fix the court’s objections. Rather than following that prescribed process, why
did they surrender without a fight?
5. I wouldn’t have supported it if I had known that about the bill. They will say this
if you appear to know the bill better than they do. Such an answer implies they
didn’t actually read the bill before 150 lawmakers voted for it. If they give this
answer, then it’s a great time to ask them to sign the “scorecard” and their
support for our wide array of fraud-prevention (or detection) measures that Sen
Bob Rucho and Rep David Lewis have somehow blocked.
6. Our lawyers made us do it. Really?! Attorneys are paid to advise their clients on
risk. If a Legislator is letting a lawyer call the shots, then maybe we should cut out
the middle man and elect the lawyer next time.
7. Our leadership made us do it. If your House or Senate leadership made you
support slavery, would you do it? If protecting against vote fraud is too hard for
you, then maybe you should step down so we can find a stronger Legislator.

VIP Analysis of HB 836
Session Law 2015-103
(Note: all changes to the law are indicated as either added or removed.)

Key term…what is a “HAVA ID”

The “HAVA ID,”
created in the 2003
Help America Vote
Act and quickly
adopted in NC,
offers voters a
limitless array of nonphoto documents
that are impossible
for election workers
to authenticate.
Their purpose (under
federal law) is to
serve as “voter ID”
for any state without
photo-ID
requirements. Most
honest people would
pull out an NCDL or
ID when asked for ID,
but enterprise-level
vote thieves know to
present a HAVA ID,
because there is
nothing the law can
do to stop him/her
from voting with it.
HB 589 banned HAVA
IDs in all cases except
curbside voting, but
HB 836 brings them
back for any voter
trying to steal extra
votes by assuming a
false identity and
claiming they can’t
find their wallet.

Provisional ballot
rules imply due
diligence, but we will
later show how this
law effectively ties
Election Boards’
hands when counting
RID ballots.

Re-Legalizing Non-Citizen Voters
HB 836 re-opens the
door to non-US
citizens voting with
long-expired DLs.
According to Jan 5,
2005 Greensboro
News & Record, “the
DMV estimates it
accepts between
75,000 and 100,000
ITINs a year.”
Thus, the DMV issued
hundreds of
thousands of DLs in
2004 thru 2006, on
the basis of an ITIN
instead of an SSN.
(The IRS does not
require proof of
citizenship for persons
applying for an ITIN.)
To be clear, all 2006
DLs, issued to drivers
without an SSN,
expired in 2012, but
thanks to HB 836,
those drivers now
have a lawful voter ID
card until 2018.
While the DMV
estimated 75,000 to
100,000 non-citz
applicants took
advantage of NC’s
irresponsible DL laws
each year, the number
who registered to vote
at the same time (with
the help of agendadriven DMV
employees) is an
enormous unknown
that our lawmakers
have refused to
investigate.

Exploits a loophole
not requiring photo
ID from absent
voters, by offering
an absentee ballot
to any voter who
refuses to provide
photo ID.

Signage is now
required at every
early voting
location, to suggest
how people can
vote if they want to
undermine the
intent of photo ID.
§163-230.1 sets a
deadline of 5 PM,
the Tuesday before
the election, but
the state will be
sued or the GA will
be sued or
otherwise coerced
to alter the law, in
order to allow noID voters to exploit
this loophole
during the entire
early voting period.
RID voter can
present one of 3
forms of “ID,” but
need only give one.
See the next page
for the specific
wording on how
election boards
MUST count all RID
ballots.

DOB and SSN-4
are given only if
the voter “opts to
provide” it.

The biggest
blunder in
HB 589…

Refuting a major
claim made by
legislators, this
provision denies
almost ALL BOE
discretion in
counting RID
provisional ballots
AND all RID
voters only must
present one of 2
types of nonphoto “ID,” …or…
they may vote by
reciting a friend’s
DOB and SSN-4.
DOB and SSN-4
will be verified,
but only if voter
provides them.

This is not
possible unless
the BOE releases
the names of
every RID voter at
the end of each
day.

“Valid” is never
defined. County
BOE can never
reject any RID
ballots, unless the
voter is “obviously
nonsensical” or
tells a lie (that
nobody is required
to investigate)
The voter who fails
to give an SSN-4 &
DOB or a voter reg
card or a HAVA ID
must revisit the
BOE within a few
days to present
them. Applying
common sense,
they could get 5
days, but would
present a photo ID
(or swear out an
affidavit on why
they still can’t get
one) before their
vote would count.
Reemphasizes the
Legislature’s total
surrender the
photo ID law in NC.
Now, all a voter
needs is the (nonphoto) voter
registration card
they typically
receive in the
mailbox. AND if
they get these in
the mail for former
occupants at their
address, that’s all
they will need in
order to steal an
extra vote with
each voter’s reg
card!

BONUS ROOM
Reference §163-166.13(e)(1) & (2) [See p.2 of this document]
These are the latest NC DMV Laws Affecting Illegal Immigrants
This is the 2006 law that
forced the DMV to accept
only Social Security
Numbers in issuing DLs
and ID cards.

Taxpayer ID Number no
longer considered proof of
identity in DMV
transactions.

Effective July 27, 2006,
taxpayer ID Number no
longer considered proof of
identity in DMV
transactions. The last of
these licenses expired
eight years later, in 2014.
Thanks to HB 836, the last
of these expired ID cards
will be valid voter ID until
sometime in 2018.

